
Sharing Data Better: The Rise of Data Institutions
Wednesday 30 March 2022 | 14:00–18:00 BST | Online

14:00 Introductory remarks – Jack Hardinges, Data Institutions Programme Lead, ODI

14:05 KEYNOTE – Professor Sir Nigel Shadbolt, Executive Chair and Co-Founder, ODI

14:20 Panel discussion – What can businesses do to steward data more responsibly?
Many organisations are beginning to recognise data not as something to fear or hoard, but to steward on behalf of their
sectors and partners. But what does responsible data stewardship mean to businesses? What are the opportunities?

Stuart Coleman (Chair), Director of Learning & Business Development, ODI
Alexander Galt, Digital Ethics Leader, Inter IKEA Group
Meri Rosich, Chief Data Officer, Standard Chartered CCIB

14:50 Lightning talks – Pioneers: Radical data institutions responding to a complex world
Three groundbreaking initiatives designed to empower people around their data – Worker Info Exchange, Mydex
Community Interest Company and Open Humans – each share their approaches in 10-minute lightning talks. This will
be followed by a short Q&A session, chaired by Jack Hardinges.

Bastian Greshake Tzovaras, Director of Research, Open Humans,
James Farrar, Director, Worker Info Exchange
Alan Mitchell, Co-Founder & Non-Executive Chairman, Mydex Community Interest Company

15:30 Break – opportunity to enjoy speed networking and explore the data institutions and mentorship booths

16:00 Welcome back and intro to Keynote – Jack Hardinges, Data Institutions Programme Lead, ODI
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16:05 KEYNOTE – Data and the Whale: Why natural history museums matter for the crises of the 21st century
Whales are among the largest and most intelligent species to have ever lived on our planet. Scientists learn about
whales by collecting data from 3D scanning and drones, giving glimpses into their remote unseen lives. Sometimes
these data end up at natural history museums, including the Smithsonian, which houses the world's largest collection of
fossil and modern whale specimens. In this keynote, Dr Nick Pyenson will argue that thinking about natural history
museums as data institutions can open new visions for these collections as data: to be discovered, illuminated, and
especially used to understand the many intersecting crises that will continue to define the 21st century.

Dr Nick Pyenson, Curator of Fossil Marine Mammals, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution

16:20 Fireside Chat – Lessons from handling health data
Nowhere are the opportunities for better data use and sharing more evident than in health. But how do we limit the
potential harms it can cause? What can other sectors and domains learn from health data research? In this session, two
inspirational leaders discuss what they’ve learnt from their work in the field.

Dr Wen Hwa Lee, CEO and Chief Scientist, Action Against AMD (Age-Related Macular Degeneration)
Prof Alastair Denniston, Consultant Ophthalmologist, University Hospitals Birmingham, and Director of INSIGHT

16:45 Panel discussion – The future of open data stewardship
Over the past six months, the ODI has been collaborating with Microsoft to establish and host a peer-learning network
for mature organisations that steward open data. This forum has seen seven open data institutions, from a wide range
of sectors, share learnings. In this panel discussion, we explore what the future looks like for organisations who steward
open data.

Sonia Cooper (Chair), Assistant General Counsel, Open Innovation team, Microsoft
Maryana Pinchuk, Principal Partnerships Manager, Wikimedia Foundation
Katie Shaw, Chief Programme Officer, Open Apparel Registry
Laureen Van Breen, Managing Director, WikiRate

17:20 Panel Discussion – Creating an enabling environment for new approaches to data to emerge
There is growing recognition and interest in data stewardship and data institutions among funders, policymakers and
other enabling actors. In this final session of the event, our speakers discuss the approaches that have caught their eye,
the types of support they need and how they see their role in bringing them about.
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Jeni Tennison (Chair), Co-Chair, Data Governance Working Group, Global Partnership on AI
Claudia Juech, Vice President of Data and Society, Patrick J McGovern Foundation
Kasia Odrozek, Director Insights, Mozilla Foundation

17:55 Closing remarks

18:00 Event close
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